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Rotating photo stand Puluz (30 cm, white)
Need  a  stand  that  will  allow  you  to  professionally  present  your  jewelry,  watches,  handbags,  or  figurine  collection?  The  Puluz  rotating
stand with a diameter of 30 cm will be perfect both at home and in a store or photo studio. The device rotates 360° and is equipped with
a single button for convenient operation. A micro USB cable is included, which will allow you to connect the stand to a compatible device.
 
Little effort, big effect
If you're looking for the best way to display your chosen items, opt for the Puluz rotating stand! Thanks to the built-in button, you can
easily turn the device on/off. The non-slip rubber pad means you can place the product on a smooth surface without worry.
 
Ensure professionalism
Photograph and record the objects presented on the stand without interference! The device can bear weight up to 10 kg, so you don't
have to limit yourself. What's more, the Puluz product works extremely quietly (50-60 dB), so unwanted noise will not prevent you from
recording videos.
 
Additional advantages
Thanks to the fact that the Puluz swivel stand has a USB port, you can easily connect it to your desktop computer, laptop or charger and
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enjoy the results of its work.
 
Included:
Rotating photo stand x1
Micro USB cable x1
Manufacturer
Puluz
Model
PU3049W
Material
ABS + PC
Voltage
DC 5V
Speed
1 revolution / 35 seconds
Diameter
30 cm
Height
5.8 cm
Weight
1232 g
Lifting capacity
5-10 kg
Color
White

Price:

€ 53.51

Smartphone accessories, Mobile Phone Accessories, Selfiesticks, Tripods
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